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RINCON VALLEY GUNFIGHT

1 dead, 1 wounded
in SR home invasion

CIA Director John Brennan

CIA to
expand
spying
on Web
Proposed restructuring
marks dramatic shift away
from traditional espionage
By GREG MILLER
WASHINGTON P O S T

TURN TO CIA, PAGE A7

Funding fight
poses risks
for GOP
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Santa Rosa Police Sgt. Brenda Harrington, from left, field evidence technician Shannon Brady and Officer Steve Merical investigate a robbery
suspect’s SUV Monday in the parking lot of Kaiser Permanente Hospital in Santa Rosa.

Police: Resident shoots would-be robbers looking for pot
By RANDI ROSSMANN
TH E P R E SS DE M OC R AT

Armed robbers kicked in the front door of an east Santa Rosa home where a family of four slept early Monday,
sparking a gunfight that left one suspect dead and another
critically injured in the region’s latest home-invasion robbery over marijuana, according to police.
The gun battle unfolded at the front steps of the Acacia Lane
home, where Manuel Garcia, 25, fired from a bedroom window
at the intruders, who were just feet away at the busted door on
the threshold of the home, according to Santa Rosa police.
The would-be robbers were both wounded and fled to a
waiting truck.
The men drove off but turned up less than an hour later
in the parking lot of Kaiser Permanente Medical Center,
where they were spotted by a sheriff’s deputy. This led to
a brief standoff before one man was arrested, a second
man was rushed to another hospital and a third was determined dead at the scene.
.
Police identified Pablo Reyes-Martinez, 22, of SantaPRosa
iner Rd
as the dead man. An autopsy is pending.
Fidencio Reyes Bocanegra underwent surgery at Santa Rosa’s Memorial Hospital for life-threatening injuries,
stemming from a single gunshot wound, police said. His
W. College Ave.
condition and hometown were not available Monday
night.
Miguel Junior Flores, 36, of Cloverdale was the 3drivr d S t.
er, Sgt. David Linscomb said. Flores was booked into jail
and faces several charges, including murder, conspiracy,
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WASHINGTON — CIA Director John Brennan is planning a
major expansion of the agency’s
cyber espionage capabilities as
part of a broad restructuring
of an intelligence service long
defined by its human spy work,
current and former U.S. officials
said.
The proposed shift reflects
a determination that the CIA’s
approach to conventional espionage is increasingly outmoded amid the exploding use of
smartphones, social media and
other technologies.
U.S. officials said Brennan’s
plans call for increased use of
cyber capabilities in almost
every category of operations
— whether identifying foreign
officials to recruit as CIA informants, confirming the identities of targets of drone strikes
or penetrating Internet-savvy
adversaries such as the Islamic
State.
Several officials said that
Brennan’s team has even considered creating a new cyber
directorate — a step that would
put the agency’s technology experts on equal footing with the
operations and analysis branches that have been pillars of the
CIA’s organizational structure
for decades.
U.S. officials emphasized that
the plans would not involve new
legal authorities, and that Brennan may stop short of creating a
new directorate. But the sugges-
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Santa Rosa Police Officer
Rick Boehm secures the
scene of an attempted
robbery on Acacia Lane.
INSIDE: Monday’s attack follows
a series of of other North Coast
home invasions A7
ONLINE: For more photos, go to
pressdemocrat.com.

The Press Democrat

“We have seen an increase in marijuana-motivated home-invasion
robberies that are increasingly armed and violent.”

By CARL HULSE
and ASHLEY PARKER

CECILE FOCHA, Sonoma County sheriff’s sergeant

NEW YORK TI ME S

WASHINGTON
—
After
promising an era of responsible
governing and an end to federal shutdowns, congressional
Republicans find themselves
mired in an immigration fight
that could cause funding for the
Department of Homeland Security to run out on Friday.
It is a risky moment for the
new congressional majority.
A nasty partisan impasse over
funding for a vital agency would
probably damage the party’s
brand just months after Republicans took power, and the impact could carry over into the
next election cycle.
“I don’t think shutdowns and
showdowns are the way to win
the presidency in 2016,” said
Rep. Tom Cole, R-Okla., a respected party strategist.
He and many other lawmakers believe a last-minute resolution is possible, particularly
TURN TO GOP, PAGE A7
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Fighting peanut allergy with . . . peanuts?
Study finds babies with
regular exposure less likely
to wind up with allergy later
By KAREN KAPLAN
LO S A N G E L E S TI M E S

It seemed like a good idea at
the time: With the incidence of
peanut allergy climbing among
children, the American Academy of Pediatrics in 2000 advised
parents to keep peanuts far, far
away from infants and toddlers
who might have a life-threatening reaction to them.
But a new study suggests
that advice did more harm than
good. A long-awaited clinical tri-
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PATRICK SISON / Associated Press

The American Academy of
Pediatrics no longer recommends
peanut avoidance.
al found that small children who
avoided peanuts for the first five
years of their lives were up to
seven times more likely to wind
up with peanut allergy than
kids who made a point of eating

peanuts at least three times a
week.
The findings were presented
Monday at the annual meeting
of the American Academy of
Allergy, Asthma and Immunology and published online by the
New England Journal of Medicine.
“The results have the potential to transform how we
approach food allergy prevention,” Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
said in a statement. The NIAID
helped fund the study.
The trial results offer fresh
support for the so-called hygiene hypothesis, which ties
the recent rise in allergies and
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Arquette’s Oscars speech shines
spotlight on income inequality / A3

autoimmune disorders to the
ultra-sterile environment made
possible by antibacterial soap,
disinfectants and other cleansers that have become staples
of modern life. (Indeed, a study
published Monday in the journal Pediatrics found that children whose families used dishwashing machines were more
likely to have allergies than kids
whose plates were washed by
hand.)
All of this unnatural cleanliness robs the immune system of
the opportunity to develop resistance to all kinds of germs and
other substances that humans
used to encounter on a regular
basis. The result is less immune
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